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Highlights
The Independence Task Force (ITF) of the Canadian CPA profession’s Public Trust Committee
(PTC) has prepared this consultation paper to solicit views, together with reasons, on a proposal 
to implement a more clearly articulated framework for the Canadian Independence Standards.
Under the proposed Framework, future changes to Canadian independence standards would be 
based on automatic adoption of changes to independence requirements included in the Code of 
Ethics for Professional Accountants (Code) issued by the International Ethics Standards Board
for Accountants (IESBA), re-worded only to conform to the Canadian drafting format, unless
such changes were to make existing Canadian standards less stringent or such changes would be 
considered contrary to the public interest in Canada.
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Comments are requested by September 1, 2015.

Background
The Canadian CPA profession is a member of the International Federation of Accountants 
(IFAC). As a condition of membership, ethics standards adopted by the provincial CPA bodies in 
Canada should be no less stringent than the requirements included in the Code unless, in respect 
of a particular provision, it is prohibited by law or regulation or it is determined not to be in the 
public interest2.

The Public Trust Committee (PTC) of CPA Canada oversees the ethics standards and self-
regulatory processes of the CPA profession. The PTC formed the ITF to assist the PTC in 
carrying out its review and oversight roles in the development and renewal of Canadian auditor 
independence standards. The responsibilities of the ITF, as established by its terms of reference, 
are:

• Initially, to review the recent amendments adopted by the IESBA in relation to Breaches 
of the Code as well as recommendations of the Canadian profession’s Enhancing Audit 
Quality project to develop recommendations, for approval by the CPA profession, as to
what changes, if any, should be made to the current Canadian independence standards ;
and

• To study and review any other mater related to auditor independence referred to it by the 
PTC.

The Auditor Independence Working Group (“IWG”) of the Enhancing Audit Quality project 
recommended the continued use of the Canadian principles-based approach to evaluating threats 
to, and safeguards for, the provision of non-audit services, with appropriate rule-based 

1 The ITF includes representation from each of the legacy Canadian accounting bodies, firms of varying sizes and 
staff from provincial CPA bodies. It is chaired by Michael Tambosso FCPA, FCA, and the other members are 
Brenda Burgess FCMA; Jim Fernandez CPA, CGA; Ginette Lussier-Price FCPA, FCA; Joanna Maund FCPA, FCA; 
and Randy O’Malley CPA, CGA. Technical support is provided by Jan Munro, CPA, CA and Shirley Sommer, CA.

2 The IFAC Statements of Membership Obligations  
http://web.ifac.org/download/Statements_of_Membership_Obligations.pdf

http://web.ifac.org/download/Statements_of_Membership_Obligations.pdf
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prohibitions for services when threats cannot be overcome. The IWG identified three differences 
between the Canadian and US Securities Exchange Commission/Public Company Accounting 
Oversight Board prohibitions and recommended that those establishing independence rules in 
Canada assess these differences on a rule by rule basis. The three differences are a prohibition 
on:
(a) providing personal tax services to individuals in a financial reporting oversight role;
(b) advising on aggressive and confidential tax transactions; and
(c) providing non-audit services on a contingent fee basis.  

The ITF adheres to the oversight protocol of the Auditing and Assurance Standards Oversight 
Council (AASOC) which, among other matters, provides that AASOC members will attend and 
observe ITF meetings as appropriate.

Scope of this Consultation Paper
In February 2015, the ITF issued an exposure draft addressing the amendments adopted by the 
IESBA in relation to Breaches of the Code. It also addressed the IESBA’s approach related to the 
impact contingent fees charged to an assurance client may have on independence.

This Consultation Paper is the first step in addressing the second responsibility of the ITF to 
review recommendations of the Canadian profession’s Enhancing Audit Quality as they relate to 
US independence standards for certain tax services. The absence of a clearly articulated 
framework within which to assess changes to the standards has created difficulty in determining 
whether to adopt as is, not adopt, or to adopt variations of, the specific items identified by the 
Enhancing Audit Quality project. The ITF has considered informal input from various parties 
and has considered the experience gained from previous projects that revised the Canadian 
Independence Standards. The ITF believes more clarity is required with respect to the underlying 
framework before specific changes outside the obligation to conform to the Code are considered. 
It therefore seeks input on the appropriate framework for developing future changes to Canadian 
independence standards.

The ITF further believes that clarity and refinement of process is required with respect to 
fulfilling the obligation to conform to the Code.  Presently, a lengthy review, consultation and 
exposure process is followed in Canada subsequent to IESBA adopting changes.  This results in 
a significant and arguably inappropriate time frame to achieve conformity.

Comments are requested by September 1, 2015.

Existing Framework for Developing Canadian Independence Standards
2003 Revisions

The Canadian independence standards were substantially revised in 2003. Prior to issuing the 
exposure draft proposing these changes, an Independence Forum, chaired by David Brown, then
Chair of the Ontario Securities Commission, was held to solicit views on the appropriate 
framework for developing the changes. Forum participants included: regulators; members from 
provincial member bodies, practitioners from large, medium and small sized firms. Forum 
participants were of the view that while the Code provided an appropriate framework for 
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developing Canadian independence standards, the more stringent requirements issued by the U.S 
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) were appropriate for audits of Canadian listed 
companies. Forum participants were of this view because, at that time, SEC requirements were 
considerably more restrictive than the then-existing Code requirements for listed entities.

The resulting Canadian standards at the time were, in effect, a hybrid between the Code 
requirements and the SEC requirements. The restrictions for financial interests and business 
relationships were substantially the same as those in the Code and did not reflect stricter 
requirements of the SEC, while the restrictions on non-audit services were substantially the same 
as the SEC restrictions.

2013 Revisions

The next substantive revisions to the independence standards were issued in 2013, to take effect 
in 2014. Prior to issuing the 2013 exposure draft proposing any changes, the ITF prepared a 
consultation paper in 2010 to solicit views to assist in the determination of what changes, if any, 
would be appropriate to the Canadian independence provisions. At the time, certain changes 
were required to ensure that the Canadian standards continued to be no less stringent than those 
in the Code as a result of a substantial update that had been made to the Code.

The consultation paper proposed that the Canadian independence requirements be as close as 
possible to those contained in the Code, amended only as appropriate for Canadian specific 
circumstances. In effect, the existing Canadian standards would be replaced with the Code.  The 
ITF noted that the Code was revised in 2009 and the Code was now significantly more stringent 
than before and was more in line with Canadian independence requirements as well as US 
requirements with respect to non-audit services.

While the overwhelming majority of respondents to the Consultation Paper supported the option 
of adopting the Code, amended only as necessary to fit Canadian circumstances, the regulators 
who responded to the paper did not. While these regulators did support the general concept of 
moving to international standards, they did not believe that the Code was yet sufficiently 
rigorous to be adopted as the sole standard for Canada. The regulators were concerned that a 
complete move to the Code would weaken the existing Canadian standard. Accordingly, the 
2013 changes were made incrementally to conform to the Code where the Code was considered 
to be more rigorous, amended as appropriate to address Canadian circumstances.

IESBA Standard Setting Process
The IESBA follows a rigorous due process to ensure that the views of those affected by its 
standards and interpretations are thoroughly considered. The IESBA standard setting process is 
that same as the process followed by the International Auditing and Assurance Standards Board. 

The Public Interest Oversight Board (PIOB) oversees the public interest activities of the standard 
setting boards of the International Federation of Accountants (IFAC), of which IESBA is one. 
The PIOB’s mandate is “to increase the confidence of investors and others that the public interest 
activities of IFAC are properly responsive to the public interest.” This mandate includes:

• Ensuring that the processes of standard development under its oversight follow due 
process and are responsive to the public interest;
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• Ensuring the completeness of strategies and work plans of the standard setting boards; 
and

• Overseeing the process of nominations to the IESBA and its Consultative Advisory 
Group.

The issuance of a change to the Code requires PIOB approval that due process was followed in 
its development with due regard for the public interest.

The members of the PIOB are appointed by a Monitoring Group3 which also monitors the 
execution of the PIOB’s mandate and consults and advises the PIOB with respect to regulatory,
legal and policy developments that are pertinent to the PIOB’s public interest oversight. The 
Monitoring Group is a group of international financial institutions and regulatory bodies 
committee to advancing the public interest in areas related to international audit standard setting 
and audit quality.

The IESBA has a Consultative Advisory Group (CAG), comprised of representatives of 
regulators and business and international organizations who are interested in the development of 
high-quality international ethical standards. Through active consultation with the CAG, the 
IESBA receives public interest input on its agenda, project timetable, priorities and technical 
issues.

The IESBA’s strategy and work plan for the period 2014-2018 identifies its strategic themes. 
Two of these themes are:

• Maintaining a high-quality Code of ethics for application by professional accountants 
globally; and

• Evolving the Code for continued relevance in a changing global environment.

The IESBA is committed to actively monitoring emerging issues and other developments that 
may have an impact on its strategic direction and work plan. The IESBA has established the
Emerging Issues and Outreach Committee to advise the Board on whether any actions in 
response to emerging issues are needed outside of the Board’s normal strategic planning process 
and whether any adjustments should be made to the Board’s strategy and work plan. 

CPA Canada’s Involvement

CPA Canada is a member of IFAC, and one of the existing members of IESBA was nominated 
by CPA Canada.  However, CPA Canada does not automatically have a seat at on IESBA.
Members of IESBA vote as individuals and not as representatives of the bodies that nominated 
them. The Canadian CPA profession’s Public Trust Committee monitors the activities of IESBA 
through receiving reports on IESBA activities at each of its meetings and responding to all 
IESBA exposure drafts. 

3 The members of the Monitoring Group are the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision, European Commission, 
Financial Stability Board, International Association of Independent Audit Regulators (IAIAR), International 
Organization of Securities Commissions (IOSCO) and the World Bank. The Autorite des marches financiers, the 
Alberta Securities Commission, the British Columbia Securities Commission and Ontario Securities Commission 
are members of IOSCO and the Canadian Public Accountability Board is a member of IAIAR.
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Adoption of the Code

As of March 2014, over 100 jurisdictions had adopted, or were in the process of adopting, the 
2009 and subsequent versions of the Code, have based their national ethics standards on the 
Code, or are working to eliminate differences with the Code. In addition, the 25 largest firm 
networks around the world are required to have their policies and methodologies conform to the 
Code for transnational audits, which include all listed entities. 

Proposed Framework for Developing Canadian Independence Standards
The ITF proposes that future changes to Canadian independence standards be based on changes 
to the Code, amended as necessary to address Canadian-specific circumstances, if any, and re-
worded only to conform to the drafting conventions of the Canadian rules. Under this approach,
existing Canadian requirements that are more stringent than the Code would be maintained, as 
would the size threshold where the more restrictive independence requirements apply only to 
audits of reporting issuers with either market capitalization or total assets in excess of $10 
million. However, as with all existing Canadian standards, these provisions would remain subject 
to future revision if circumstances and public interest considerations warranted such change. 

The ITF is of the view that in a world of increasingly integrated capital markets, it is in the best 
interest of investors, issuers and auditors that standards converge to the extent possible. The ITF 
notes that such an approach would bring Canadian independence standard setting in line with the 
approach used in setting both Canadian accounting and auditing standards.

While some international regulators have expressed concern with the structure of the Code and
therefore, its enforceability, the drafting conventions of the Canadian independence standards 
ensure enforceability.

The ITF is of the view that the Code is sufficiently robust to serve as the framework for future 
changes to the Canadian independence standards. The PTC’s existing processes include 
reviewing IESBA proposals for changes to the Code, soliciting comments from Canadian 
constituents, and then providing comments to IESBA on behalf of the CPA profession. 

The ITF believes that if the approach proposed in this paper were to be adopted, the PTC would 
need to develop a process to take a broader approach to make Canadian constituents aware of 
IESBA proposals and solicit comment thereon. The following process would achieve this 
objective:

• Proposed changes to independence standards contained in the Code would be exposed in 
Canada for public comment. In addition to commenting on the technical content of the 
proposals, respondents would be asked to comment on whether there may be Canadian 
specific circumstances which would require a change to the IESBA proposal. Such 
changes would be limited to:

o Changes necessary to comply with Canadian legal and regulatory requirements; 
and

o Changes to reflect circumstances particular to the Canadian environment where 
such changes are required to serve the Canadian public interest and maintain the 
quality of independence standards in Canada.
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• The PTC, in consultation with the provinces, would consider the comments from 
Canadian constituents and provide a response to the IESBA on behalf of the CPA
profession. Once proposed changes were adopted by IESBA, the PTC would take steps to 
amend the Canadian standards accordingly without further exposure in Canada unless 
changes were necessary to reflect Canadian circumstances based on comments received 
from constituents with respect to the IESBA proposals.

• The proposed changes would then be sent the provincial CPA bodies with a 
recommendation for adoption as early as possible, with the exception of Quebec which 
would adopt the changes as soon as approved by the PTC. 

The ITF believes that this process would significantly reduce the processes and time delays that 
currently exist in implementing IESBA Code changes in Canada, which the CPA profession is 
required to adopt under its membership requirements, while maintaining important input from 
Canadian stakeholders.

The ITF proposal would mean that any changes to U.S. independence standards would not 
automatically be considered for adoption in Canada. The ITF believes this is appropriate because 
any such changes would be considered by the IESBA and, if considered appropriate, changes 
would be made to the global Code. Similarly, existing differences between US standards and the 
IESBA Code would have already been taken into account in developing the current Code.  

As noted above, this approach is broadly consistent with that followed for auditing standards.  In 
addition, Canadian accounting standards are based on International Financial Reporting 
Standards (IFRS) and there is no explicit process to look to differences in US standards in 
adopting IFRS in Canada.  The ITF sees no reason why the Independence and other ethics 
standards should be subject to a different process.

Alternative Considered
In considering the approach to US standards described above, the Task Force considered the 
question of whether it is appropriate for the Canadian standards to be “less stringent” than those 
in the US. 

The Task Force considered the following arguments for and against considering US 
independence standards:

In Favour of Considering US Independence Standards
• The existing standards predominantly reflect US standards for public companies;
• In many developed countries the setting of independence standards is the purview of 

regulators. Canada is an exception in that regulator input is part of the comment process 
together with all other constituents. While regulator input may be given greater weight in 
evaluating comments, consideration of US standards would include a more direct 
regulatory benchmark in the development of Canadian standards;

• The Canadian economy is closely linked to the US economy and, as such, if there were 
changes in circumstances that created new threats to independence in the US thus 
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necessitating changes to independence standards, it is possible that these changes in 
circumstances would be mirrored in Canada; and

• Confidence in the Canadian capital markets may be enhanced if independence 
requirements for the audits of public companies reflect the independence requirements 
for US companies.

Against Considering US Independence Standards
• In setting its work program and developing changes to independence standards, the 

IESBA considers changes to independence standards worldwide, including those from 
the US;

• Using the Code as the framework for Canadian independence standards and also 
considering US standards would lead to an inconsistent and possibly contradictory 
approach – for example, differences in definition and application of scope; and

• In 2003, when Canada first looked to the US independence restrictions an explicit 
approach was taken at the time that resulted in certain difference from the US standards.
The US standards may be influenced by specific regulatory, political, inspection and 
other factors that are not relevant in Canada.

•

• An explicit decision has been made to conform Canadian accounting and auditing 
standards with International standards, without a separate lens on US standards other than 
that cast by the International standard setters.  The independence standards for 
performing audits of financial statements prepared in accordance with International 
accounting standards, conducted in accordance with International auditing standards, 
would most logically be based on International standards. 

The Task Force believes that, conceptually, a piece-meal approach to addressing specific US 
standards has both conceptual and practical challenges.  From a conceptual perspective, it may 
be difficult to justify adoption of specific, and not all, US standards.  Similarly, it is difficult to 
justify adopting any form of specific US standards that are modified in any way from the US 
standards.  From a practical perspective, there is a lack of Canadian-specific empirical research 
or transparent experience to support anything other than an “all of nothing” approach to US 
standards.  

The Task Force therefore believes that it would be difficult to address specific items contained in 
the US rules and adopt specific restrictions without adopting all of the US standards, if it is to be 
viewed that the Canadian standards be “not less stringent”. 

The Task Force is of the view that the arguments for adoption of any other US standards leans 
towards adoption of all US standards and the Task Force does not believe that such an approach 
would be consistent with other standards, nor would it be in the Canadian public interest to adopt 
such an approach to standard-setting for Independence.

Moreover, the Task Force believes that if not being “less stringent” is to be a criteria, it would be 
necessary to consider other jurisdictions, including the standards required by the European 
Union, in order to meet such a threshold.  The Task Force notes that various stakeholders in 
Canada, in other processes including the Enhancing Audit Quality Project, have specifically 
rejected various EU proposals as being appropriate in Canada. In addition, the ITF believes that 
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standards in other single jurisdictions can be affected by market, political and regulatory 
perspectives in those jurisdictions that are not necessarily replicated elsewhere, and it is not 
necessarily possible for standards setters in Canada alone to objectively evaluate the cause and 
effect related to the standards elsewhere.   

The ITF, therefore, believes that the IESBA processes for considering developments in Europe, 
the US and elsewhere are appropriate for determining the level of stringency that would be 
appropriate. Again, the result would be consistent with the process for Canadian accounting and 
auditing standards.  

Investor Protection
The overriding concern with respect to Ethics and Independence Standards is to ensure public 
confidence in audit and assurance reports issued by members of the CPA profession.  The ITF 
believes that the current IESBA standards and processes provide such protection.

Comments Requested
The ITF requests comments on the proposal that future changes to Canadian independence 
standards should reflect changes to independence requirements included in the Code of Ethics 
for Professional Accountants (Code) issued by the International Ethics Standards Board for 
Accountants (IESBA), re-worded only to conform to the Canadian drafting format. 

Comments are most helpful if they explain clearly the concern or issue, together with supporting 
reasons. 

Comments should be received by September 1, 2015. Comments will be posted on the CPA 
Canada web site on [link].
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